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“every child is
cherished for their
individuality and
their strengths are
developed”
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2017 Highlights
OUR SCHOOL

Our Community provides valuable support to our School each year. We
would like to especially thank the Annesley Parents’ Association (APA)
for their contributions to our School in fundraising for school projects and
facilitating social functions for the Annesley Community.

Our Vision

Community Events

We are nurturing creativity and curiosity in young learners to build resilient
and empathetic global citizens ready for now and beyond.

Harmony Day
Be Active Day
Quiz Night
Grandparents’ Day
Christmas Concerts

Our Mission
Annesley Junior School is a caring community, committed to genuine
partnership with families. We deliver high quality inquiry-based learning
within a Christian environment for girls and boys. We have a rich heritage,
distinct focus on teaching values and a future focused on innovation.

RESPONSIBILITY - COMPASSION - CIVILITY - JUSTICE - RESPECT
INTEGRITY - COURAGE - RESILIENCE - GRATITUDE - HUMILITY

Camps and excursions are an integral part of the curriculum at Annesley and provide students with
increased opportunities to develop awareness and appreciation for their community and make a positive
difference to the lives of others and the environment. Excursions provide students with the opportunity
to further develop their understanding of units of inquiry.

Life and Learning at Annesley

Excursions

Incursions

•

•
•

Annesley Junior School is a caring community of learners where the creativity, curiosity and strengths of
every student are nurtured and developed. Annesley is set on beautiful, expansive grounds on the edge
of the Adelaide CBD.
Annesley Junior School personalises the learning experience for boys and girls from two years of age
to Year 7. As a leading International Baccalaureate school, Annesley’s students engage in a diverse
program of inquiry. We value our Christian heritage and have a distinct focus on teaching and recognising
a specific value each month. Our focus on values includes:
Responsibility-Compassion-Civility-Justice-Respect-Integrity-Courage-Resilience-Gratitude-Humility
The Early Learning Centre, Before and After School and Vacation Care Programs are fully accredited,
enabling families to access the child-care benefit and rebate for these services.
We value and honour our rich heritage and are proud to have been founded by the Methodist Church
in 1902. A range of community events are held in what is known as the historic heart of the school,
Gillingham Hall, a grand structure built in the 1920s. Here a sense of tradition is most tangible and allows
students to plan, facilitate and lead a range of events in a building widely regarded as one of the most
grand in the state.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
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Reception - Year 6 Water Safety Education
Program at Unley Swimming Pool
Years 3-6 excursion to the Himeji Gardens
Dance One50 Seminar
Reception and Year 1 excursion to the Space
Theatre
Reception excursion to the Urrbrae Wetlands
Years 3-5 Camp to Nunyara
Reception and Year 1 excursion to the Migration
Museum
Years 3-5 excursion to Tasting Australia
Years 1 & 2 excursion to the Adelaide Central
Markets
Year 5 excursion to the Port Noarlunga Aquatic
Centre
Year 2 Sleepover at the School
Years 3-6 excursion to the South Australian
Museum
Reception and Year 1 excursion to the Haigh’s
Chocolate Factory
Reception and Year 1 excursion to Beerenberg
Strawberry Farm
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•
•
•
•

Visit from ‘Penny the Pancake’
Visit from Adelaide Crows Growing with
Gratitude program
Ambulance visits
‘Fair Dinkum’ Book Week performance
Animal Capers ELC incursion
ELC Yoga classes

Co-curricular
•
•
•
•
•

Soccer
Art
Dance
Auslan
Gardening

Sports Program
•
•
•

SAPSASA Athletics Carnival
Basketball
AFL AusKick
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TEACHER STANDARDS AND
QUALIFICATIONS

TEACHER STANDARDS AND
QUALIFICATIONS

All teachers were registered with the South Australian Teachers Registration Board and met
the requirements for registration including Responding to Abuse and Neglect and criminal
history checks. Staff are involved in a cyclical training program for updating their First Aid and
Responding to Abuse and Neglect.

100%
44%
11%

ASSOCIATION OF
INDEPENDENT SCHOOLS
OF SOUTH AUSTRALIA

OF TEACHING STAFF HAD AT LEAST ONE TEACHING
QUALIFICATION

NAPLAN Information Sessions
Yong Zhao Student Autonomy Rudolph Project
Schools Moderation Project
Early Childhood Implementation Group
Leading Focus Thinking
STEM in The Early Years

OF TEACHING STAFF HAD TWO PROFESSIONAL
QUALIFICATIONS
OF TEACHING STAFF HAD THREE OR MORE PROFESSIONAL
QUALIFICATIONS

During the year
staff members
participated in
the following
professional

learning...

OTHER PROVIDERS

INTERNATIONAL
BACCALAUREATE
PRIMARY YEARS PROGRAM

REAIE Reggio Emilia Hub Groups
SPELD Jolly Phonics and Jolly Grammar
MASA Numeracy workshops
RE Solve Resolve Writing Workshop
PESA Conference

IB South East Asia Conference
PYP Hub Groups
IB PYP Network and Hub Groups
Encouraging children’s creative
instincts in the classroom
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PROFESSIONAL LEARNING

PROFESSIONAL LEARNING

We commenced a valuable new partnership with Uniting Venues and Beyond Limits to
facilitate sequential Outdoor Adventure Camps for students in the Primary Years. Students
in the Primary Years had the opportunity to develop their skills and expand their awareness
of personal resilience and goal setting through a range of diverse collaborative physical
challenges in the Adelaide Hills.
Annesely’s physical location allows for diverse and regular excursions. These powerful
learning opportunities outside of the school grounds allow students to experience a diverse
range of public spaces including local businesses, museums and art galleries located within
a few kms of our school grounds, as well as venturing further afield to diverse places such
as Beerenberg Family Farm and the Farm Barn in the Adelaide Hills. We value these regular
experiences as they enrich learning and personal development.
Our expanding co-curricular program facilitates programs outside of school hours on a
regular basis to further develop student’s strengths, passions and interests.
Our Early Learning Centre is influenced by the international best practice of the Reggio
Emilia philosophy. This philosophy fosters a sense of inquiry based curiosity centred upon
the belief that young children learn in many ways and create their own understanding of the
world around them. Students in the Early Learning Centre also actively participate in Units
of Inquiry from the International Baccalaureate Primary Years Program.
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LEADING
PROFESSIONALS

Our dedicated team of professionals create an environment for learning and personal
expression built upon mutual respect and personal excellence. Our team of expert Specialist
Teachers work with students commences in Reception in our varied and well resourced
indoor and outdoor learning spaces. Our indoor gymnasium allows for all weather Physical
Education lessons. Our French learning space encapsulates the best of the French culture
and language. The completion of a new round of capital upgrades saw the introduction of
the Innovation Station, Annesley’s new home of entrepreneurship, innovation and creativity.
The Innovation Station houses a stunning new Arts Studio, full of fascinating artefacts that
provoke creative thought and action, a TV studio with the latest production software, a Maker
Space designed for the practical development of engineering skills and a 3D suite housing
the latest 3D design and printing tools.

DIVERSE
LEARNING

We are a diverse community and the strong partnership between school and home is a
centrepiece of our school. As a community of learners we draw upon each other’s life
experience and cultural backgrounds to expand our thinking and drive our action. This
positive recognition, respect and celebration of difference honours our desire to be a highly
effective global community.

STUDENT
CENTRED

Diverse Learning

Personalised Learning and Leadership - Each and every child is unique and holds
great potential. To realise their full potential, they require specific attention to be
intellectually challenged, to think and to be supported. We deliver a quality Program
of Learning centred upon meeting the needs of each student through genuine inquiry
and explicit teaching.
Future Focused - We partner with experts to implement a distinct agenda of creativity,
agility and entrepreneurship, mentoring students to be highly capable and aware
global citizens prepared for success in the ever changing global community.
Wellbeing Leads to Success - Intentionally focusing on nurturing our students and
their wellbeing is critical so that every individual flourishes as a learner; physically,
emotionally, cognitively and spiritually.

A Positive Culture - Proactively nurturing the wellbeing of our team and focusing on
every team member having a positive impact in his or her unique role creates an
outstanding culture and community of learning.
Professional Learning Communities - Developing a high functioning team of
professionals who collaborate and problem solve together models best practice for
our students and enables our team to achieve impressive results.
Life Long Learners - Our community exemplifies lifelong learning through an integration
of ideas and solution fluency focused on bringing the best approaches to our
community for implementation.

Innovative Indoor Learning - We have a distinct focus on innovation, creation and
problem solving, investing in the co-design of diverse indoor learning spaces that foster
collaboration and flexibility.
Active Outdoor Learning - Nature Play is central to promoting creativity, resilience
and connection, so we invest in co-designing quality outdoor spaces that empower
students’ play, exploration and learning.
Integrating Technology - Connecting our community with the latest technological
ideas, products and learning is critically important to us to provide students with the
skills required to thrive now and in the future workforce.
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WORKFORCE COMPOSITION

STUDENT ATTENDANCE

In 2017...

The total student attendance in 2017 was

89%

of our staff members were
female.

93.8%

92.9% Reception

94.3% Year 4

95.2% Year 1

98.6% Year 5

95.5% Year 2

NA

Year 6

95.1% Year 3

11%

The School Receptionist contacts the family if notification
of a student absence has not been received. Days
absent are recorded on a database and are noted
on student reports at the end of each semester.

of our staff members
were male.

None of our staff members were
indigenous.
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SCHOOL INCOME BY FUNDING
SOURCE

STUDENT OUTCOMES IN
STANDARDISED NATIONAL TESTING

Percentage of students at or above the National Minimum
Standard in 2017:

Fee Income						
State Government Grants

Reading

Writing

Spelling

Grammar
and
Punctuation

Numeracy

Year 3

100%

100%

100%

100%

100%

Year 5

100%

100%

100%

100%

100%

43%
6%

Commonwealth Government Grants

28%

Other Sources

23%

Other Sources
Fee Income
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